The organization of the keratin I and II gene clusters in placental mammals and marsupials show a striking similarity.
The genomic database for a marsupial, the opossum Monodelphis domestica, is highly advanced. This allowed a complete analysis of the keratin I and keratin II gene cluster with some 30 genes in each cluster as well as a comparison with the human keratin clusters. Human and marsupial keratin gene clusters have an astonishingly similar organization. As placental mammals and marsupials are sister groups a corresponding organization is also expected for the archetype mammal. Since hair is a mammalian acquisition the following features of the cluster refer to its origin. In both clusters hair keratin genes arose at an interior position. While we do not know from which epithelial keratin genes the first hair keratins type-I and -II genes evolved, subsequent gene duplications gave rise to a subdomain of the clusters with many neighboring hair keratin genes. A second subdomain accounts in both clusters for 4 neighboring genes encoding the keratins of the inner root sheath (irs) keratins. Finally the hair keratin gene subdomain in the type-I gene cluster is interrupted after the second gene by a region encoding numerous genes for the high/ultrahigh sulfur hair keratin-associated proteins (KAPs). We also propose a tentative synteny relation of opossum and human genes based on maximal sequence conservation of the encoded keratins. The keratin gene clusters of the opossum seem to lack pseudogenes and display a slightly increased number of genes. Opossum keratin genes are usually longer than their human counterparts and also show longer intergenic distances.